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SPACES OF APPROXIMATIVE MAPS, II
V.F . Laguna and J .M .R . Sanjurjo
Shape morphisms between compacta X and Y can be des-
cribed as homotopy classes of approximative maps of X to-
wards Y .
The notion of an approximative map was introduced by K .
Borsuk in his foundational paper of shane .theory [1] .
This notion is strictly related to the concept of "a map
towards a space".used by D .E . Christie [6] in his cons-
truction of the n-th weak homotopy groups . By an approxi
mative map of a compactum X towards a compactum Y, which
is a subset of the Hilbert cube Q, we understand a se-
uuence of maps fk : X --~ Q satisfying the following con-di
tion :
For every neighborhood V of Y in Q the relation
fk -
	
fk+1 in V holds for almost all k .
We shall denote this approximative map by f={fk ,X --.-;-Y} .
In [9] the authors introduced t -^o topologies on the set
A(X,Y) of all approximative maps of X towards Y. The first
of them vas induced by a metric d : A(X,Y) x A(X,Y) --;, R
given by
The second one was induced bv a pseudometric
d* : A(X,Y) x A(X,Y) ---~ R given by
d(f,g) =sup{dist .(fk ,gk)ik=1,2, . . .} for f,g ; A(X,Y)
d* (f,z) =inf{sup{dist .(f k ,g k )jk>k'}jk'=1,2, . . .} .
The paper [9] was devoted to the study of some properties
of the corresponding spaces, which vere denoted by A(X,Y)
and A*(X,Y) respectively . In particular we associated
with each map h : , Z =a A(X,Y), where Z is a compactum of
trivial shape, an approximative map H={Hk ,XxZ ---> Y} in
the following way . For each zE Z we háve the approximati-
ve map h(z)={h(z)k,X ->Y} ; then, we define Hk : XxZ -~ Q
by Hk(x,z)=h(z)k(x) , for every (x, z) E XxZ .
	
From the fact
that H is an approximative map rqe deduced that tkro appro
ximative maps lying in the same path-component of A(X,Y)
induce the same shape morphism .
In this paper we present - an example which shows that
it is not in general possible to assdciate, in the .sense
before explained, an approximative r,ap H={Mk ,XxZ --> Y} to
Ivhen Z= [0 ,1] .
	
How-
maps 1y- ing in the
the sanee shape mor- .
a continuous map ti : Z --? A*(X,Y) even
ever we still have that approximative
lame path-compoaent of F,*(X,Y) induce
phism OProposition l) .
is not in geWe al .s o give an exar.ple showing that it
peral true that hometopic approximative maps of X towards
Y lie .i :I the lame path-component of A*(X,Y) . As a conse-
quence we hav,:' that it is not possible to represent the
shape morphisms from X to Y as the patli-components of
AC~,Y) or A*(X,Y) . In a forthcoming paper the authors ha-
v° defined a metric on the set of all approximative :naps
of X tov'iards Y which _nakes this representation possible .
of the theory of shape as
All compacta are
announced example
most basic factsT}Re re>tder is supposed to know the
can be found in [3], [7], [10] .
assumed to lee in the Hilbert cube, Q .
We consider the usual metric on Q .




We begin with the
=[0,1] --" A* (X,Y) such that the sequence
Hk: XxI~-> Q defined in the introduction
ximative map of XxI towards Y . This constitutes
tant difference between the spaces A(X,Y) and A*(X,Y) .
appro
impor
Example 1 . The Hilbert cube Q will be represented
by the countable infinite product
where each I i is the closed interval [-1,1] . Let X={x0 }
(a point)
	
and Y=[-1,1]x{-1}x{-1}x{-1}x . . . . For each
k=1,2, . . . . consider a map fk: I= [0,1] --> [-1,1] such that
fk(t) =- 1 , whenever t~ [1 /k, 1 ,1 /k]
fk(t)=1 , for some tE [1lk+1 ,11
k]
.
Ke define a function h:I --> A*(X,Y) by
h(t)={h (t)k ,X --> Y}
where h(t)k(x0)=(t,fk(t),-1,-1, . . .)
for every tE I and k=1,2, . . .
Then, it is easy to see that h is continuous and the asso
ciated sequence of maps Hk :XXI --~Q, k=1,2, . . ., does not
define an approximative map of XxI towards Y .
The approximative map H :XxI -i:Y associated with a
map h: I -->A(X,Y) was used in [9] to prove that approxi-
mative maps lying in the same path-.component of A(X,Y) in
duce the same shape morphism . We now prove in a direct
way that this is also true for the space A*(X,Y) .
Proposition 1 . If the approximative maps f and g
.
lie in the same path-component of A*(X,Y) then f and &
induce the same shape morphism .
Proof . Let V be a compact neighborhood of Y in Q .
We can assume that V e ANR . Hence there is an e>0 such
that any two e-close maps from an arbitrary space into




in V for every k,k0
in V for every k>,k0 .
By hipothesis, there exists a map h:I --+ A*(X,Y) such
that h(0)=f and h(1)=,& . So, for each t El we have an
approximative map h(t)={h (t) k,X -i Y} . .Then, there exists
a d>0 such that
It-t' j .<d
	
in I implies d*(h (t),h(t'))<e .
Consider a finite ordered family of numbers
0=t1<t2< . . .<tn-,1<tn=1 such that ti+1 -t i<S, for
i=1,2, . . .,n,1 . Since h(ti) and h(ti+1 ) are eclose we
have that for every i=1,2, . . . .n-1, there is a ki>~k0 such
that
dist .(h(=t i)k,h(ti+1 )k)<e for kaki ;
we can also suppose that
and, as a consequence
Take k'=max :{ki(i=1,2, . . .,n-l} . Then
Example 2 . Let X={x 0 ) (a point) and consider the
following compacta in the Hilbert cube, Q .
h(t i) k
= h(ti ) k+l in V for k>ki
h(t i ) k _ h(ti+l ) k
	
in V for k>,ki .
YO,~{ (Q , t , - 1 ~,-l , . . . ), t,~ 1 }
Y=.Y 0U {(x,sin -/x' -1,-1, . . .)[0<x,<l} .
fk h(t 1 ) k
_ h(t 2 ) k - . . .= h(tn)k=gk in V for k>k' .
This proves that f is homotopic to & and as a consequen-
ce they define the same shape morphism .
We now show that there are compacta X and Y and ho-
motopic approximative maps of X towards Y which do not
lie in the same path-component of A*(X,Y) . The example
is the same as that of the analogous statement for
A(X,Y), [9], Remark 2 . However in that case the proof
was immediate .




fk(x0 ) = C0,1 ,-1 ,-1, . . . ) ,gk Cx 0 )= C1 ,0,-1
1-1 , . . . )
for k=1,2, . . . . .
Obviously f and & induce the same shape morphism and we
claim that they do not belong to the same path-component
of A*(X,Y) . Suppose on the contrary that there is a map
h:I --) A* CX,Y) such that h(0)=f and h(1)=g . Since for
each t t I h(t) is an approximative map, it can be expre
ssed as {h(t) k ,X -->Y} and we can define a non-empty
set
K.t={yC Q there exists a subsequence of h(t)k(x0)
whose limit is y} .
It is easy to see that Kt is contained in Y for evéry
tE I . Consider now the set
J" {t E I1Kt is contained in Y0 } .
Obviously 0 E J and it is not difficult to seé that
t0 =sup J also lies in J . Choose now an e>0 such that for
each ye Y0 the closed ball B(y,e) in Y with center .y and
radius e consists of an infinity of (connected) compo-
nents . Since h is continuous there exists a closed inte-r
val T=[t 0 ,t 1] with t 0<t j,,<1 such that
d*(h(t),h(t0))<c
	
for every t~-: T .
The fact that t, J J implies that there is a subsequence
h(t1)k . (x0 ) of h(tl)k(x0) such that
lim h(t1)k (x0 )=y J E Y-Y0 .i~ i
loe can also suppose that
lim h (t0)k (x0)-y0 E Yo .
Obviously y 1 e B(yo ,E) . Denote by L the component of
B(yo ,E) which contains y, and consider the sets
T l ={te T 1 h(t)k
i
(x 0 ) ,has a subsequence that conve_r
and
T2=T-Ti .
ges to a point lying in L}
It is not difficult to see that T1 and T2 are open sets
in T and since t 1E Ti , t 0e T2, we deduce that T is non-
connected . This contradiction shows that - f and f~ do not
lie in the same path-component of A*(X,Y) .
We finish this note by describing some important fa-
milies of approximative maps which are closed subsets of
A*(X,Y) or A(X,Y) . Other closed families have been stu
died in [9] . Previously, we recall some definitions . Con-
sider compacta X,Y lying in the Hilbert cube, Q . We deno-




An approximative map f={fk ,X -+ Y} is said to be
accessible [11] provided for every c>0 and every neigh-
borhDod U of X in Q there exists approximative maps f'=
={f' k , X --~ Y} and W{gk ,Y -+ X} such that a) d*(f,f')<c
and b) S(j)S(g)S(L1)=S(j) , where j : X Y U is the inclu-
sion map . We say that f is strongly accessible provided
for every c>0 and every neighborhood (U,V) of (X,Y) in
(Q,Q) there are approximative maps f' and y, satisfying
a)_ b) and c) S(j')S(f')S(£)=S(j'), where j' :Y -s V is
the inclusion .
An approximative map f={fk,X P Y} is called an ap-
proximative e-map [5] provided the family {fk } satisfies
the following condition
For every e>0 there is a d>0 such that
dist(x,x')<d in X implies
di st(:f,(_x),fk(x'))<c in Q for almost all k .
Let n be a positive integer . We say that the shape
category (see [2], [4], [12]) of the approximative map f=
={fk ,X -_> Y} is less or equal than n if for every neigh
borhaod Y of Y in Q, X -can be expressed as a union of
sub_compacta X 1 , . . .,Xn such that f k j X, is homotopically
trivial in V for every i<n and almost all k .
Finally an approximative map f={fk ,X --> Y} is said
to be internal [8] if fk(X)C Y for each k=1,2, . . . .
The proof of the next result is left to the reader .
Proposition 2 . Let X,Y be compacta lying in the Hil
bert cube, Q .
a) The following sets are closed in A*(X,Y) and hehce in
ACX,Y) .
1) The accessible approximative maps of X towards Y .
2). The strongly accessible approximative maps of X
towards Y .
3) The approximative e-maps of X towards Y .
4), The approximative maps of X towards Y with shape
category less or equa1 than a fixed positive in-
teger n .
b) The set of all internal approximative maps of X to-
wards Y is closed in A(X,Y) but it is not in general
closed in A*(X,Y) .
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